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The propositional logic is generalized on the real numbers eld.
The logical analog of the Bernoulli independent tests scheme is con-
structed. The variant of the nonstandard analysis is adopted for the
denition of the logical function, which has all properties of the classi-
cal probability function. The logical analog of the Large Number Law
is deduced from properties of this function.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There is the evident nigh anity between the classical probability function
and the Boolean function of the classical propositional logic. These functions
are diered by the range of value, only. That is if the range of values of
the Boolean function shall be expanded from the two-elements set f0; 1g to
the segment [0; 1] of the real numeric axis then the logical analog of the
Bernoulli Large Number Law [1] can be deduced from the logical axioms.
And if the range of values of such function shall be expanded to the segment
of some suitable variant of the hyperreal numeric axis then this theorem shall
insert some new nonstandard purport for the notion "truth". These topics
is considered in this article.
2 THE NONSTANDARD NUMBERS
Let us consider the set N of natural numbers.
Denition 2.1: The n-part-set S of N is dened recursively as follows:
1) S1 = f1g;
2) S(n+1) = Sn [ fn+ 1g.
Denition 2.2: If Sn is the n-part-set of N and A  N then kA \ Snk





then $n (A) is the frequency of the set A on the n-part-set Sn.
Theorem 2.1:
1) $n(N) = 1;
2) $n(;) = 0;
3) $n(A) +$n(N−A) = 1;
4) $n(A \B) +$n(A \ (N−B)) = $n(A).










Theorem 2.2: ix is the lter [2], i.e.:
1) N 2 ix,
2) ; =2 ix,
3) if A 2 ix and B 2 ix then (A \B) 2 ix ;
4) if A 2 ix and A  B then B 2 ix.
In the following text we shall adopt to our topics the denitions and the
proofs of the Robinson Nonstandard Analysis [3]:
Denition 2.4: The sequences of the real numbers hrni and hsni are
Q-equivalent (denote: hrni  hsni) if
fn 2 Njrn = sng 2 ix.
Theorem 2.3: If r,s,u are the sequences of the real numbers then
1) r  r,
2) if r  s then s  r;
3) if r  s and s  u then r  u.
Denition 2.5: The Q-number is the set of the Q-equivalent sequences
of the real numbers, i.e. if ea is the Q-number and r 2 ea and s 2 ea, then
r  s; and if r 2 ea and r  s then s 2 ea.
Denition 2.6: The Q-number ea is the standard Q-number a if a is some
real number and the sequence hrni exists, for which: hrni 2 ea and
fn 2 Njrn = ag 2 ix.
Denition 2.7: The Q-numbers ea andeb are the equal Q-numbers (denote:ea = eb) if a ea  eb and eb  ea.
Theorem 2.4: Let f(x; y; z) be a function, which has got the domain in
RRR, has got the range of values in R (R is the real numbers set).
Let hy1;ni , hy2;ni , hy3;ni , hz1;ni , hz2;ni , hz3;ni be any sequences of real
numbers.
In this case if hzi;ni  hyi;ni then hf(y1;n; y2;n; y3;n)i  hf(z1;n; z2;n; z3;n)i.
Denition 2.8: Let us denote: QR is the set of the Q-numbers.
Denition 2.9: The functionef, which has got the domain in QRQR
QR, has got the range of values in QR, is the Q-extension of the function f,
which has got the domain in R R R, has got the range of values in R,
if the following condition is accomplished:
Let hxni ,hyni ,hzni be any sequences of real numbers. In this case: if
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hxni 2 ex, hyni 2 ey, hzni 2 ez, eu =ef (ex; ey; ez),
then
hf (xn; yn; zn)i 2 eu.
Theorem 2.5: For all functions f, which have the domain in RRR,
have the range of values in R, and for all real numbers a, b, c, d: if ef is the
Q-extension of f; ea, eb, ec, ed are standard Q-numbers a, b, c, d, then:
if d = f(a; b; c) then ed =ef(ea;eb;ec) and vice versa.
By this Theorem: if ef is the Q-extension of the function f then the ex-
pression "ef(ex; ey; ez)" will be denoted as "f(ex; ey; ez)" and if eu is the standard
Q-number then the expression "eu" will be denoted as "u".
Theorem 2.6: If for all real numbers a, b, c:
'(a; b; c) =  (a; b; c)
then for all Q-numbers ex, ey, ez:
'(ex; ey; ez) =  (ex; ey; ez).
Theorem 2.7: If for all real numbers a, b, c:
f (a; '(b; c)) =  (a; b; c)
then for all Q-numbers ex, ey, ez:
f (ex; '(ey; ez)) =  (ex; ey; ez).
Consequences from Theorems 2.6 and 2.7: [4]: For all Q-numbersex, ey, ez:
1: (ex+ ey) = (ey + ex),
2: (ex+ (ey + ez)) = ((ex+ ey) + ez),
3: (ex+ 0) = ex,
5: (ex  ey) = (ey  ex),
6: (ex  (ey  ez)) = ((ex  ey)  ez),
7: (ex  1) = ex,
10: (ex  (ey + ez)) = ((ex  ey) + (ex  ez)).
Theorem 2.8: 4: For every Q-number ex the Q-number ey exists, for
which:
(ex+ ey) = 0.
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Theorem 2.9: 9: There is not that 0 = 1.
Denition 2.10: The Q-number ex is Q-less than the Q-number ey (de-
note: ex < ey) if the sequences hxni and hyni of real numbers exist, for which:
hxni 2 ex, hyni 2 ey and
fn 2 Njxn < yng 2 ix.
Theorem 2.10: For all Q-numbers ex, ey, ez: [5]
Ω1: there is not that ex < ex;
Ω2: if ex < ey and ey < ez then ex < ez;
Ω4: if ex < ey then (ex+ ez) < (ey + ez);
Ω5: if 0 < ez and ex < ey, then (ex  ez) < (ey  ez);
Ω30: if ex < ey then there is not, that ey < ex or ex = ey and vice versa;
Ω300: for all standard Q-numbers x, y, z: x < y or y < x or x = y.
Theorem 2.11: 8: If 0 < jexj then the Q-number ey exists, for which
(ex  ey) = 1.
Thus, Q-numbers are fullled to all properties of real numbers, except Ω3
[6]. The property Ω3 is accomplished by some weak meaning (Ω3’ and Ω3").
Denition 2.11: The Q-number ex is the innitesimal Q-number if the
sequence of real numbers hxni exists, for which: hxni 2 ex and for all positive
real numbers ":
fn 2 Njjxnj < "g 2 ix.
Let the set of all innitesimal Q-numbers be denoted as I.
Denition 2.12: The Q-numbers ex and ey are the innite closed Q-
numbers (denote: ex  ey) if jex− eyj = 0 or jex− eyj is innitesimal.
Denition 2.13: The Q-number ex is the innite Q-number if the se-
quence hrni of real numbers exists, for which hrni 2 ex and for every natural
number m:
fn 2 Njm < rng 2 ix.
3 THE CLASSICAL LOGIC.
Denition 3.1: The sentence    is the true sentence if and only if 
1.
1Perhaps, the denition of the truth sentence belongs to A.Tarsky.
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For example: the sentence it rains is the true sentence if and only if
it rains.
Denition 3.2: The sentence    is the false sentence if and only if
it is not that .
Denition 3.3: The sentences A and B are equal (A = B) if A is true
if and only if B is true.
Hereinafter we use the usual notions of the classical propositional logic
[7].
Denition 3.4: The sentence C is the conjunction of the sentences A
and B (C = (A ^B)) , if C is true if and only if A is true and B is true.
Denition 3.5: The sentence C is the negation of the sentence A (
C = A), if C is true if and only if A is false.
Theorem 3.1:
1) (A ^A) = A;
2) (A ^B) = (B ^A);
3) (A ^ (B ^ C)) = ((A ^ B) ^ C);
4) if T is the true sentence then for every sentence A: (A ^ T ) = A.
Denition 3.6: Each function g, which has got the domain in the set of
the sentences, has got the range of values on the two-elements set f0; 1g, is
the Boolean function if:




= 1− g (A);
2) for all sentences A and B: g (A ^ B) = g (A)  g (B).
Denition 3.7: The set = of the sentences is the basic set if for every
element A of this set the Boolean functions g1 and g2 exist, for which the
following conditions fulll:
1) g1 (A) 6= g2 (A);
2) for each element B of =: if B 6= A then g1 (B) = g2 (B).
Denition 3.8: The set [=] of the sentences is the propositional closure
of the set = if the following conditions fulll:
1) if A 2 = then A 2 =;
2) if A 2 = and B 2 = then (A ^B) 2 =.
In the following text the elements of [=] are denoted as the =-sentences.




Denition 3.10: The disjunction and the implication are dened by the
usual way:
(A _ B) = (A ^ B,
(A) B) = (A ^ B.
By this denition and the Denitions 3.4 and 3.5:
(A _ B) is the false sentence if and if, only, A is the false sentence and B
is the false sentence.
(A) B) is the false sentence if and if, only, A is the true sentence and
B is the false sentence.
Denition 3.11: A =-sentence is a propositional axiom [8] if this se-
quence has got one some amongst the following forms:
A1. (A) (B ) A));
A2. ((A) (B ) C)) ) ((A) B) ) (A) C)));
A3.
((
B ) A) ((B ) A) B.
Denition 3.12:
The sentence B is obtained from the sentences (A) B) and A by the
logic rule "modus ponens".
Denition 3.13: [9] The array A1; A2; : : : ; An of the sentences is the
propositional deduction of the sentence A from the hypothesis list Γ (denote:
Γ ‘ A), if An = A and for all numbers l (1  l  n): Al is either the
propositional axiom or Al is obtained from some sentences Al−k and Al−s by
the modus ponens or Al 2 Γ.
Denition 3.14: The sentence is the propositional proved sentence if
this sentence is the propositional axiom or this sentence is obtained from the
propositional proved sentences by the modus ponens.




Theorem 3.2: [10] If the sentence A is the propositional proved sentence
then for all Boolean function g: g (A) = 1.
Theorem 3.3: (The completeness Theorem). [11] All tautologies
are the propositional proved sentences.
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4 B-FUNCTIONS
Denition 4.1: Each function b (x), which has got the domain in the sen-
tences set, has got the range of values on the numeric axis segment [0; 1],
is named as the B-function if for every sentences A and B the following
condition fullls:
b (A ^B) + b (A ^ B = b (A) .
Theorem 4.1: For each B-function b:
1) for every sentences A and B: b (A ^ B)  b (A);
2) for every sentence A: if T is the true sentence, then b (A)+bA = b (T )
3) for every sentence A: if T is the true sentence, then b (A)  b (T );
Therefore, if the sentence C exists, for which: b (C) = 1; and T is the
true sentence, then
b (T ) = 1. (1)
Hence, in this case for every sentence A:





Theorem 4.2: If the sentence D is the propositional proved sentence
then for all B-functions b: b (D) = 1.
Theorem 4.3:
1) If for all Boolean functions g:
g (A) = 1
then for all B-functions b:
b (A) = 1.
2) If for all Boolean functions g:
g (A) = 0
then for all B-functions b:
b (A) = 0.
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Theorem 4.4: All Boolean functions are the B-functions.
Hence, the B-function is the generalization of the logic Boolean
function. Therefore, the B-function is the logic function, too.
Theorem 4.5:
b (A _ B) = b (A) + b (B)− b (A ^ B) .
Denition 4.2: The sentences A and B are the inconsistent sentences
for the B-function b if
b (A ^ B) = 0.
Theorem 4.6: If the sentences A and B are the inconsistent sentences
for the B-function b then
b (A _ B) = b (A) + b (B) .
Theorem 4.7: If b (A ^B) = b (A)b (B) then b (A ^ B = b (A)b (B.
Theorem 4.8: b
(
A ^A ^B = 0.
5 THE INDEPENDENT TESTS
Denition 5.1: Let st(n) be a function, which has got the domain on the
set of natural numbers and has got the range of values in the set of the
=-sentences.
In this case, the =-sentence A is the [st]-series of the range r with the V-
number k if A, r and k fulll to some one amongst the following conditions:
1) r = 1 and k = 1, A = st (1) or k = 0, A = st (1);
2) B is the [st]-series of the range r − 1 with the V-number k − 1 and
A = (B ^ st (r)) ,
or B is the [st]-series of the range r − 1 with the V-number k and
A =

B ^ st (r)

.
Let us denote the set of the [st]-series of the range r with the V-number
k as [st](r; k).
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are the elements of [st](3; 2), and
(
B1 ^ B2 ^ B3 ^B4 ^B5
 2 [st](5; 3).
Denition 5.2: The function st(n) is independent for the B-function b




b (st (n)) .
Denition 5.3:.Let st(n) be a function, which has got the domain on
the set of natural numbers and has got the range of values in the set of the
=-sentences.
In this case the sentence A is the [st]-disjunction of the range r with the
V-number k (denote: t[st](r; k)) if A is the disjunction of all elements of
[st](r; k).
For example, if st (n) is the sentence Cn then:(
C1 ^ C2 ^ C3

= t[st] (3; 0),
t[st] (3; 1) =
((
C1 ^ C2 ^ C3
 _ (C1 ^ C2 ^ C3 _ (C1 ^ C2 ^ C3,
t[st] (3; 2) =
((
C1 ^ C2 ^ C3
 _ (C1 ^ C2 ^ C3 _ (C1 ^ C2 ^ C3,
(C1 ^ C2 ^ C3) = t[st] (3; 3).
Denition 5.4:
r [st] (A) is the frequency of the sentence A in the [st]-series of r inde-
pendent for the B-function b tests if
1) st(n) is independent for the B-function b,
2) for all n: b (st (n)) = b (A),




Theorem 5.1: (the J.Bernoulli formula [12]) If st(n) is independent
for the B-function b, the real number p exists, for which: for all n: b (st (n)) =
p, then
b (t [st] (r; k)) =
r!
k!  (r − k)!  p
k  (1− p)r−k .
Denition 5.5: Let st(n) be a function, which has got the domain on
the set of the natural numbers and has got the range of values in the set of
the =-sentences.
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In this case the function T[st](r; k; l), which has got the domain in the set
of threes of the natural numbers and has got the range of values in the set
of the =-sentences, is dened recursively as follows:
1) T[st](r; k; k) = t[st](r; k),
2) T[st](r; k; l + 1) = (T[st](r; k; l) _ t[st](r; l + 1)).
Denition 5.6: If a and b are a real numbers and k − 1 < a  k and
l  b < l + 1 then T[st](r; a; b) = T[st](r; k; l).
Theorem 5.2: If r [st] (A) is the frequency of the sentence A in the
[st]-series of r independent for the B-function b tests then
T[st](r; a; b) = "
a
r
 r [st] (A)  b
r
".
Theorem 5.3: If st(n) is independent for the B-function b, the real
number p exists, for which: for all n: b (st (n)) = p, then




k!  (r − k)!  p
k  (1− p)r−k .
Theorem 5.4: If st(n) is independent for the B-function b, the real
number p exists, for which: for all n: b (st (n)) = p, then for every positive
real number ":
b (T[st](r; r  (p− ") ; r  (p + ")))  1− p  (1− p)
r  "2 .
6 THE PROBABILITY FUNCTION
Denition 6.1: The sequences of the sentences hAni and hBni are Q-
equivalent (denote: hAni  hBni) if
fn 2 NjAn = Bng 2 ix.
Denition 6.2: The Q-sentence is the set of the Q-equivalent sequences
of the sentences, i.e. if eA is the Q-number and B 2 eA and C 2 eA, then
B  C; and if B 2 eA and B  C then C 2 eA.
Denition 6.3: The Q-sentence eA is the standard Q-sentence A if A is
some sentence and sequence hBni exists, for which: hBni 2 eA and
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fn 2 NjBn = Ag 2 ix.
Denition 6.4: The Q-sentences eA and eB are the equal Q-sentences
(denote: eA = eB) if a eA  eB and eB  eA.
Denition 6.5: The function ef,which has got the domain in the set of
the Q-sentences, has got the range of values in the set of the Q-numbers,
is the Q-extension of the function f, which has got the domain in the set of
the sentences, has the range of values in the set of the real numbers, if the
following condition is accomplished:
if hBni 2 eB and ef( eB) = ex then hf(Bn)i 2 ex.
Denition 6.6: The function eT, which has got the domain in QR 
QR  QR, has got the range of values in the set of the Q-sentences, is the
Q-extension of the function T, which has got the domain in RRR, has
the range of values in the set of the sentences, if the following condition is
fullled:
if hxni 2 ex, hyni 2 ey, hzni 2 ez, eu = eT (ex; ey; ez), then hT (xn; yn; zn)i 2 eu.
Theorem 6.1: Let x, y, z be the standard Q-numbers, B be the standard
Q-sentence, ef be the Q-extension of the function f, which has got the domain
in the set of the sentences and has got the range of values in the set of the
real numbers.
Let eT be the Q-extension of the function T, which has got the domain in
RRR and has got the range of values in the set of the sentences.
In this case:
1) if ef(B) = x then f(B) = x and vice versa;
2) if eT(x; y; z) = eB then T(x; y; z) = B and vice versa;
By this Theorem: if ef and eT are the Q-extensions of the functions f and
T correspondingly, then the expressions of the type: "ef" and "eT" shall be
denote as "f" and "T" correspondingly. And if eB is the standard Q-sentence
B then the expressions of the type: " eB" will be denote as "B".
Theorem 6.2: For all Q-numbers e" and er, for all functions st (n), inde-
pendent for the B-function b:
if e" > 0 and a real number p exists, for which: for all natural n: st (n) = p,
then
b (T[st](er; er  (p− e") ; er  (p+ e")))  1− p  (1− p)er  e"2 .
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Theorem 6.3: If er is the innite Q-number then for all real positive
numbers ", for all functions st (n), independent for the B-function b:
if a real number p exists, for which: for all natural n: st (n) = p, then
b (T[st](er; er  (p− e") ; er  (p+ e")))  1.
Denition 6.7: The sentence "" is the almost authentic sentence if it
is real, that .
For example:
Certain rae is kept one million rae tickets. The Big prize falls to the
single ticket of this rae. All tickets are sold. You have got one ticket.
In this case, the sentence "You shall not win the Big prize" is the almost
authentic sentence because it is real that you shall not win the Big prize.
But the sentence "Someone will win the Big prize." is the true sentence by
the Denition 3.1.
Hence, all true sentences are the almost authentic sentences, but not all
almost authentic sentences are the true sentences.
Denition 6.8: A function P is a P-function if P is a Q-extension of a
B-function and the following condition is fullled:
for all Q-sentences eA: if P eA  1 then eA is an almost authentic sen-
tence.
Theorem 6.4: If er is the innite Q-number, r˜ [st] (A) is the frequency
of the sentence A in the [st]-series of er independent for any P-function P
tests, then it is real, that for each real positive number ":
jr˜ [st] (A)−P (A)j < ".
Theorem 6.5: If er is the innite Q-number, r˜ [st] (A) is the frequency
of the sentence A in the [st]-series of er independent for a P-function P tests,
then it is real, that
r˜ [st] (A)  P (A) .
Therefore, the function, dened by the Denition 6.8 has got the




The probability function is the extension of the logic B-function. Therefore,
the probability is some generalization of the classic propositional
logic.
8 APPENDIX I. Consistency
Let us dene the propositional calculus like to ([7]), but the propositional
forms shall be marked by the script greek letters.
Denition C1: A set < of the propositional forms is a U-world if:
1) if 1; 2; : : : ; n 2 < and 1; 2; : : : ; n ‘  then  2 <,
2) for all propositional forms : it is not that (& (:)) 2 <,
3) for every propositional form :  2 < or (:) 2 <.
Denition C2: The sequences of the propositional forms hni and hni
are Q-equivalent (denote: hni  hni) if
fn 2 Njn  ng 2 ix.
Let us dene the notions of the Q-forms and the Q-extension of the func-
tions for the propositional forms like as in the Denitions 2.5, 6.2, 2.9, 6.5,
6.6.
Denition C3: The Q-form e is Q-real in the U-world < if the sequence
hni of the propositional forms exists, for which: hni 2 e and
fn 2 Njn 2 <g 2 ix.
Denition C4: The set e< of the Q-forms is the Q-extension of the
U-world < if e< is the set of Q-forms e, which are Q-real in <.
Denition C5: The sequence
De<kE of the Q-extensions is the S-world.
Denition C6: The Q-form e is S-real in the S-world De<kE ifn
k 2 Nje 2 e<ko 2 ix.
Denition C7: The set A (A  N) is the regular set if for every real
positive number " the natural number n0 exists, for which: for all natural
numbers n and m, which are more or equal to n0:
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jwn(A)− wm(A)j < ".
Theorem C1: If A is the regular set and for all real positive ":









That is the real number "0 exists, for which: for every natural number n
0
the natural number n exists, for which:
n > n0 and wn(A) > "0:
Let 0 be some positive real number, for which: "0 − 0 > 0. Because A
is the regular set then for 0 the natural number n0 exists, for which: for all
natural numbers n and m, which are more or equal to n0:
jwm(A)− wn(A)j < 0.
That is
wm(A) > wn(A)− 0.
Since wn(A)  "0 then wm(A)  "0 − 0.
Hence, the natural number n0 exists, for which: for all natural numbers
m: if m  n0 then wm(A)  "0 − 0.
Therefore,
fm 2 Njwm(A)  "0 − 0g 2 ix.
and by this Theorem condition:
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fk 2 Njwk(A) < "0 − 0g 2 ix.
Hence,
fk 2 Nj"0 − 0 < "0 − 0g 2 ix.
That is ; =2 ix. It is the contradiction for the Theorem 2.2.
Denition C8: Let
De<kE be a S-world.
In this case the function W(e), which has got the domain in the set of
the Q-forms, has got the range of values in QR, is dened as the following:
If W(e) = ep then the sequence hpni of the real numbers exists, for which:
hpni 2 ep and
pn = wn
n
k 2 Nje 2 e<ko .
Theorem C2: If
n
k 2 Nje 2 e<ko is the regular set and W(e)  1 thene is S-resl in De<kE.
Proof of the Theorem C2: Since W(e)  1 then by Denitions.2.12
and 2.11: for all positive real ":n
n 2 Njwn
n
k 2 Nje 2 e<ko > 1− "o 2 ix.





k 2 Nje 2 e<ko < "o 2 ix.












k 2 Nje 2 e<ko = 1.
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Hence, by Denition.2.3:n
k 2 Nje 2 e<ko 2 ix.
And by Denition C6: e is S-real in De<kE.
Theorem C3: The P-function exists.
Proof of the Theorem C3: By the Theorems C2 and 2.1: W(e) is the
P-function in
De<kE.
9 APPENDIX II. Proofs
This Appendix contains proofs of the Theorems:
Proof of the Theorem 2.1: This is obvious.




From the point 4 of Theorem 2.1:








$n (A \B) = lim
n!1
$n(A).
Proof of the Theorem 2.3: By Denition 2.4 from the Theorem 2.2 is
obvious.
Proof of the Theorem 2.4: Let us denote:
if k = 1 or k = 2 or k = 3 then
Ak = fn 2 Njyk;n = zk;ng .




(A1 \A2 \A3)  fn 2 Njf(y1;n; y2;n; y3;n) = f(z1;n; z2;n; z3;n)g ,
then by Theorem 2.2:
fn 2 Njf(y1;n; y2;n; y3;n) = f(z1;n; z2;n; z3;n)g 2 ix.
Proof of the Theorem 2.5: If hrni 2 ea, hsni 2 eb, huni 2 ec, htni 2 ed
then by Denition 2.6:
fn 2 Njrn = ag 2 ix,
fn 2 Njsn = bg 2 ix,
fn 2 Njun = cg 2 ix,
fn 2 Njtn = dg 2 ix.
1) Let d = f(a; b; c).
In this case by Theorem 2.2:
fn 2 Njtn = f(rn; sn; un)g 2 ix.
Hence, by Denition 2.4:
htni  hf(rn; sn; un)i .
Therefore by Denition 2.5:
hf(rn; sn; un)i 2 ed.
Hence, by Denition 2.9:
ed =ef(ea;eb;ec).
2) Let ed =ef(ea;eb;ec).
In this case by Denition 2.9:
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hf(rn; sn; un)i 2 ed.
Hence, by Denition 2.5:
htni  hf(rn; sn; un)i .
Therefore, by Denition 2.4:
fn 2 Njtn = f(rn; sn; un)g 2 ix.
Hence, by the Theorem 2.2:
fn 2 Njtn = f(rn; sn; un); rn = a; sn = b; un = c; tn = dg 2 ix.
Hence, since this set does not empty, then
d = f(a; b; c).
Proof of the Theorem 2.6: If hxni 2 ex, hyni 2 ey, hzni 2 ez, eu =
'(ex; ey; ez), then by Denition 2.9: h'(xn; yn; zn)i 2 eu.
Because '(xn; yn; zn) =  (xn; yn; zn) then h (xn; yn; zn)i 2 eu.
If ev =  (ex; ey; ez) then by Denition 2.9: h (xn; yn; zn)i 2 ev, too.
Therefore, for all sequences htni of real numbers: if htni 2 eu then by
Denition 2.5: htni  h (xn; yn; zn)i.
Hence, htni 2 ev; and if htni 2 ev then htni  h'(xn; yn; zn)i; hence, htni 2eu.
Therefore, eu = ev.
Proof of the Theorem 2.7: Let hwni 2 ew, f(ex; ew) = eu, hxni 2 ex,
hyni 2 ey, hzni 2 ez, '(ey; ez) = ew,  (ex; ey; ez) = ev.
By the condition of this Theorem: f(xn; '(yn; zn)) =  (xn; yn; zn).
By Denition 2.9: h (xn; yn; zn)i 2 ev, h'(xn; yn)i 2 ew, hf(xn; wn)i 2 eu.
For all sequences htni of real numbers:
1) If htni 2 ev then by Denition 2.5: htni  h (xn; yn; zn)i.
Hence htni  hf(xn; '(yn; zn))i.
Therefore, by Denition 2.4:
fn 2 Njtn = f(xn; ' (yn; zn))g 2 ix
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and
fn 2 Njwn = ' (yn; zn)g 2 ix.
Hence, by Theorem 2.2:
fn 2 Njtn = f(xn; wn)g 2 ix.
Hence, by Denition 2.4:
htni  hf(xn; wn)i .
Therefore, by Denition 2.5: htni 2 eu.
2) If htni 2 eu then by Denition 2.5: htni  hf(xn; wn)i.
Because hwni  h'(yn; zn)i then by Denition 2.4:
fn 2 Njtn = f(xn; wn)g 2 ix,
fn 2 Njwn = ' (yn; zn)g 2 ix.
Therefore, by Theorem 2.2:
fn 2 Njtn = f(xn; ' (yn; zn))g 2 ix.
Hence, by Denition 2.4:
htni  hf(xn; '(yn; zn))i .
Therefore,
htni  h (xn; yn; zn)i .
Hence, by Denition 2.5: htni 2 ev.
From above and from 1) by Denition 2.7: eu = ev.
Proof of the Theorem 2.8: If hxni 2 ex then ey is the Q-number, which
contains h−xni.
Proof of the Theorem 2.9: is obvious from Denition 2.6 and Deni-
tion 2.7.
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Proof of the Theorem 2.10: is obvious from Denition 2.10 by the
Theorem 2.2.
Proof of the Theorem 2.11: If hxni 2 ex then by Denition 2.10: if
A = fn 2 Nj0 < jxnjg
then A 2 ix.
In this case: if for the sequence hyni : if n 2 A then yn = 1=xn
- then
fn 2 Njxn  yn = 1g 2 ix.
Proof of the Theorem 3.1: It is obviously.
Proof of the Theorem 3.2: in [10].
Proof of the Theorem 3.3: in [11].
Proof of the Theorem 4.1:
1) It is obviously.
2) From the points 4 and 2 of the Theorem 3.1: b (T ^ A) + b (T ^A =





3) It is obviously.
Proof of the Theorem 4.2:
If D is A1 then by Denition.3.10:
b (D) = b
 
A ^ (B ^A! .
By (2):
b (D) = 1− b

A ^ (B ^ A .
By the Denition 4.1 and the Theorem 3.1:
b (D) = 1− b (A) + b

A ^ (B ^A ,
b (D) = 1− b (A) + b (A)− b (A ^ (B ^A ,
b (D) = 1− b ((A ^ B) ^ A ,
b (D) = 1− b (A ^ B) + b ((A ^B) ^ A) ,
b (D) = 1− b (A ^ B) + b ((A ^A) ^ B) ,
b (D) = 1− b (A ^B) + b (A ^B) .
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The proof is similar for the rest propositional axioms .
Let for all B-function b: b(A) = 1 and b(A) D) = 1.
By Denition.3.10:














A ^D = b (A)− b (A ^D) .
Hence,
b (A ^D) = b (A) = 1.
By Denition.4.1 and the Theorem 3.1:
b (A ^D) = b (D)− b (D ^ A = 1.
Therefore, for all B-function b:
b (D) = 1.
Proof of the Theorem 4.3:
1) This just follows from the preceding Theorem and from the Theorem
3.3.










= 1. By (2): b (A) = 0.
Proof of the Theorem 4.4: By Denition 3.6: for all Boolean functions
g:
g (A ^ B) + g (A ^B = g (A)  g (B) + g (A)  (1− g (B)) = g (A).
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Proof of the Theorem 4.5: By the Denition 3.10 and (2):
b (A _B) = 1− b (A ^B :
By Denition 4.1:
b (A _ B) = 1− b (A+ b (A ^ B = b (A) + b (B)− b (A ^ B) .
Proof of the Theorem 4.6: This just follows from the preceding The-
orem and Denition.
Proof of the Theorem 4.7: By the Denition 4.1:
b
(








A ^B = b (A)  b (B .
Proof of the Theorem 4.8: By the Denition 4.1 and by the points 2
and 3 of the Theorem 3.1:
b
(
A ^A ^B = b (A ^ B)− b (A ^ A ^ B) ;
hence, by the point 1 of the Theorem 3.1:
b
(
A ^A ^B = b (A ^ B)− b (A ^ B) .
Proof of the Theorem 5.1: By the Denition 5.2 and the Theorem
4.7: if B 2 [st] (r; k) then:
b (B) = pk  (1− p)r−k .
Since [st] (r; k) contains r!
k!(r−k)! elements then by the Theorems 4.8 and
4.6 this Theorem is fullled.
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Proof of the Theorem 5.2: By the Denition 5.6: the natural numbers
r and k exist, for which: k − 1 < a  k and l  b < l + 1.
The induction on l:
1. Let l = k.
In this case by the Denition 5.4:




2. Let n be any natural number.
The inductive supposition: Let
T[st](r; k; k + n) = "
k
r
 r [st] (A)  k + n
r
".
By the Denition 5.5:
T[st](r; k; k + n + 1) = (T[st](r; k; k + n) _ t[st](r; k + n + 1)).
By the inductive supposition and by the Denition 5.4:




 r [st] (A)  k + n
r
" _ "r [st] (A) = k + n+ 1
r
").
Hence, by the Denition 3.10:
T[st](r; k; k + n+ 1) = "
k
r
 r [st] (A)  k + n + 1
r
".
Proof of the Theorem 5.3: This is the consequence from the Theorem
5.1 by the Theorem 4.6.
Proof of the Theorem 5.4: Because
rX
k=0
(k − r  p)2  r!
k!  (r − k)!  p
k  (1− p)r−k = r  p  (1− p)
then if





k!  (r − k)!  p
k  (1− p)r−k  p  (1− p)
r  "2 .
Hence, by (2) this Theorem is fullled.
Proof of the Theorem 6.1: is in common with the Proof of the
Theorem 2.5.
Proof of the Theorem 6.2: This just follows from the preceding The-
orem and from the Theorem 5.4 and the Denition 2.10.
Proof of the Theorem 6.3: By the Denition.2.13: the sequence hrni
of real numbers exists, for which hrni 2 er and for every natural number m:
fn 2 Njm < rng 2 ix.
Hence, for all real positive numbers :
n 2 Njp  (1− p)er  e"2 < 

2 ix.
Therefore, by the Denitions.2.11: p(1−p)
r˜"˜2 is the innitesimal. Because by
the Denition.4.1 b  1 then by the Denition.2.12: from the Theorem 6.2
this Theorem is fullled.
Proof of the Theorem 6.4: By the Theorem 6.3:
P (T[st](er; er  (P (A)− e") ; er  (P (A) + e")))  1.
By the Denitions 6.8: The sentence
T[st](er; er  (P (A)− e") ; er  (P (A) + e"))
is the almost authentic sentence.
By the Theorem 5.2:
T[st](er; er  (P (A)− e") ; er  (P (A) + e")) =
= " (P (A)− e")  r˜ [st] (A)  (P (A) + e") ".
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Hence, by the Denition 6.7: It is real, that (P (A)− e")  r˜ [st] (A) 
(P (A) + e").
Proof of the Theorem 6.5: Because from the Theorem 6.4 it is real,
that for each real positive number ":
jr˜ [st] (A)−P (A)j < ",
then by the Denition 2.11: jr˜ [st] (A)−P (A)j is the innitesimal Q-
number. Hence, by the Denition 2.12 this Theorem is fullled.
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